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Determining Sets and Korovkin Sets on the Circle 
MICHAFI. D. KuI\;” 
In this paper we investigate properties of a subspace X spanned by a 
Chebyshev system on the circle. In particular we show that the set of operators 
for which X is a positive operator Korovkin set is equivalent to the set of 
operators for which X is a determining set. These results are obtained by 
applying uniqueness properties of the moment problem. 
Let C C( 7’) be the Banach space of real-valued continuous functions on 
the circle 7‘ with the uniform norm. We denote by .ti(C) the space of all 
bounded linear operators on C. Let C* be the space of all bounded lineal 
functionals on C. For an operator S in .ti(C) let S* be the dual operatol 
defined on C”. For a point /I in T, let ,6 denote the functional in C* piven by 
evaluation at the point p. Suppose g is a function on a set A containing the 
set B. Then g R is the restriction of i: to B. 
We define .T to be the cone of positive linear operators in .ti(C); i.c.. 
SF7 if f 0 implies $j ’ 0. We say that a subspace X of C is a :T - 
&t~~ni,~i& .cc~t for an operator S in .Y, if for any R in .F the equality 
fif’ Tj’for allfin Ximplies R S. This concept was introduced by Shashkin 
[IO]. We say that A” is a .F,-Kororkir~ .SV/ Ihr an operator S in 5 if for an> 
sequence is,,; In .Y. the convergence of SJ’ to $f in the uniform norm fot- 
allfin X implies the convergence of SJto $ffor allfin C. Korovkin sets 01‘ 
this type have been investigated by Micchelli 17. 81, Cavaretta [I], and the 
author [9]. Let P’. be the cone of positive functionals in C*: i.e., IL i Ir il’ 
f 0 implies p(f) 0. The corresponding concepts of an Y.-determining 
set and an P’ -Korovkin set for positive functionals are defined in the obvious 
way. 
Let X in C be the linear span of a fixed but arbitrary (2111 L I)-dimensional 
Chebyshev system {u(~ , l(1 . . . . . u?,,,:. Let K be the positive cone in .I’*. Define 
* This paper is an extension of results included In the author‘\ doctoral dissertation 
written under the buper\ision of Professor L. B. 0. Ferguson. 
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M {i; ,\ : p E T:. Clearly, A4 C K. In fact, for each 7 in K there exists 
an integer I . . n ,-I 2nr -L I such that 
We denote the smallest possible 11 for which (I) holds by /(T). If p is a func- 
tional in P’ with exactly n points in its support or carrier, then we denote 17 
by IO*). 
The following is our main result. 
TtirmRI.\1 I Let R bp an oprrator in .Y? . The ,follonYng arc cyuiralrwt : 
(i) X is a Y, -Kororkitl .rrt,for R, 
(ii) X is a .Y--dctertnining xt ,for R, 
(iii ) for rach p in T. II’~ hare /( R*j) m. 
First we note that the implication (i) + (ii) follows easily from the observa- 
tion that ifs .,- ~~~ R OX for some operator S in .5 then a sequence {S,!l in .Y 
i5 constructed by defining S,, :- S for all II . I I. The implications (ii) + (iii) 
and (iii) + (i) will follow directly from Lemma 6 and Lemma 5, respectively. 
Theorem I also holds when the circle T is replaced by a closed interval 
[a. b] of the real line. This result is due to the author [9]. However, the present 
setting appears to be more appropriate because a more concise theorem and 
proof are possible. 
We use the following two results. The first characterizes Korovkin sets 
(see Micchelli [7] or Ferguson [3]). The second (see Karlin and Studden [5, 
p. 1811) gives conditions under which the moment problem has a unique 
solution. 
‘~HbOR~~\l 2. For a jirnc.tional /L in Y , a subspucr X i.s an 9+ -Kororkin 
.sct,for 1~ (frrud OII~J~ ifX is a 9, -detertniniug set ,for CL. For an operator R in .Y , 
a subspac~c’ X is a 9 -Kororkin set .for R (f and 077(y (f X i.r a 77, -detertninit7g 
set, fiw R-&j, for PLKII p in T. 
TtIrmccar 3. A jirnctional r in K is a boundary poitlt of K if and ot11y lf 
I(T) 717. Fwthrrmore. each boundar~~ point admits only one wpresentation (I). 
Similrrr!v. for each intcrios point qf K and an>, t in T thew exists a Lmique 
~~~~)l,r~~.sctltrrtiotr ( I ) such hat n = 111 I aml t i.s in the support. 
The following two lemmas parallel Micchelli’s results [7] for continuous 
functions on a compact interval of the real line. 
LtMhlA 4. The subspaw X is an Yp, -Kororkin set for /L in Y< (f ut7tl oniMy 
!f I(P) 171. 
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Proof. Suppose .Y is an Y’,-Korovkin set for I*. By Theorem 2. .\ is an 
Y -determining set for p. If 1” x is an interior point of K, then for each I in 7‘ 
there exists a representation (I) with t in the support. However. these re- 
presentations would not all have the same extension to C. This is a contradic- 
tion. Therefore p .y is a boundary point of K. By Theorem 3. f(p) 111. 
Conversely, suppose f(p) ‘: 111. By Theorem 3. /L s is a boundal-! point of 
K and p ‘X admits a unique representation (I ). Suppose there exists T in Y’ 
such that ,r X /’ Y . but T( R) I p( K) for some g in C. There exiyth (see 
Holmes [4, p. 841) 1, 0 and 11) in T. I i III 1 such that foi 
we have (7 ,y -r .\ p .Y > but o(s) T( ,q) ,’ p(g). This contradicts the 
uniqueness of representation (I). Therefore. ,I’ is a .Y’,-determining \et for /L. 
By Theorem 2. X is a Y’ -Korovkin set for p. The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 5. The subspaw X i.s (I .F -Kotwkir~ .wt ,fbr UII opc,nro~. R i/l .Y 
if nmi only i’for each p in T IIY IILIW I( R */;) 111. 
Proqfl This result is a consequence of Theorem 2 and Lemma 4. 
Shashkin [IO] investigated the F.-determining sets for an operator i‘rom 
C(Q) to B(Q) where Q is a compact metric space and B(Q) ih the hpace of 
bounded real-valued functions on Q with the supremum norm. Hc has 
shown: If a positive operator S has an n-dimensional .Q -detcrminin~ \et. 
then the support of the functional S*/; for each /I in Q contains at most II 1 
points. The proof of this result depends upon the fact that the range bpace is 
B(Q) and does not extend to the present case. Using different techniques we 
obtain a similar result in the more natural situation where the opcl-atclr ha\ 
the same domain and range. 
LEMMA 6. lf’ X is u 97 -detcwnining .wt for 011 oprrtrlor’ R ill Y- . lircvr ,ftii 
cwch p it1 T IIYJ hurt, I( R*b) 117. 
Proof: Suppose X is a -F,-determining set for R in .F tir4t. I\L’ \how 
how to define an operator S (depending on t in T) by defining Pi, ii)r every 
p in T. The operator S will satisfy I(S*j) 111 ! I and agree with R on .\ 
and, therefore. on C. We then show I( R*ji 171). 
Let 1 be a fixed. but arbitrary element of T. For each 17 in 7‘ DC \clecl a 
representation denoted by T(P) for (R*$) x of the form ( I ). Given \uch a 
representation there exists the natural extension denoted by U( p) tc> all of C 
of the form (2). The choice of representation (I ) depends on the location of 
(R*j) .Y as follows: If (R*j) ,Y is in the boundary of k’, then bq Theorem 3 
there exists a unique representation T( 1’) in A’* of the form ( I ) \uch that f.01 
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the extension g(p) we have I(a(p)) .%. M. If (R+j)‘. is not a boundary point 
of K. then there exists a unique representation ~(1)) of the form (1) with t in 
the support and /(c(p)) m I. Let S be the operator on C defined by 
Gj‘)( /I) (4P)K.f). 
According to the standard representation theorem (see Dunford and 
Schwartz [I. Theorem Vl.7.1]), S is an operator in M(C) if 
(i) sup{, o(p)1 : p E T) is finite: 
(ii) the map p +.+ a(p) is continuous with the weak* topology of C*. 
Since X is spanned by a Chebyshev system there exists a function g in X 
such that ,:’ : I. Then 
Therefore (i) holds. This last equality defines the constant c. 
We claim u(.) is a continuous function into C* with the weak” topology: 
i.e., if/j,, - p in r, then (a( p,J)(f) + (n(~))(.f) for allSin C. If T(P) is in the 
boundary of K, then, since 1(0(p)) ‘,. m and (o(p,))(f) --f (G(P))(~) for all ,f 
in X, we have, by Lemma 4 that (cr( I,)) + (u(p))(f) for all,fin C. 
Suppose T(P) is not in the boundary of K. Let cBc* be the closed ball in C* 
centered at 0 of radius c. By (3), cB,-* contains {u(p,)j. By the Banach- 
Alaoglu theorem, cB,* is weak” compact. Hence, it is sufficient to show that 
the only weak* cluster point of {u(p,)) IS u(p). Let p be any cluster point of 
{u(p,,)l. Since C is separable cBc* is metrizable. Thus, there exists a sub- 
sequence {~(p,,)} such that u(p,,) -p in the weak* topology of C*. It is 
easily seen that f(p) ‘1 m + I. Stnce 
We wish to show that t is in the support of p. We assume not and arrive 
at a contradiction, Let 
dpr,,) P(L) Pi(,) 
where e,, 0 and such that t is not in the support of p( p,,,). This is possible 
since /(nt p,,)) :< III -‘~~ I. From the construction and by Theorem 3, it is 
easily seen that I(p(p,,,)) -: 177. 
By Urysohn’s lemma there exists a nonnegative function g in C such that 
‘z(t) 1 and p(g) = 0. Thus, 
(dP,,))(‘Z) - (p( P,!,))(X) R,, 
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Since bO,,,N R) 0 we have P,, / + 0. As p( pIL,) f- p in the weak* topology, 
we get I(p) .: ~7. By Theorem 3, p ix u(p)lX L-= T(P) is a boundary point 
of K which contradicts our original assumption. Hence, t is in the support of 
P. 
Since t is in the support of p and I(/J*) 111 .~ I, by the uniquene>h of the 
representation T(P) we have G(P) -- p. Since a(p) is the only limit point of 
{U(I),):. (ii) holds. By the representation theorem S is an operator in .F 
Since X is a -T-,-determining set for R and since S Y R , me have 
S = R. Consequently, f(R*fi) f(S”b) /(n(p)) m 1 I for all 1’ in 7.. 
Suppose there exists /J in T such that I( R*$) mu 111 I, i.e., (R-“/) ., is in 
the interior of K. Let t be a point in T such that t is not in the support of 
R*fi. Since t was arbitrary in the above argument, there exists S in i/ such 
that f is in the support of S*fi and S R. Therefore, t is in the support of 
R*j. This is a contradiction. The lemma is proved. 
If X is not spanned by a Chebyshev system, Theorem I is not true a’r the 
following example shows. Let Q [ n, ~-1 and let A’ be the linear span of 
{ I, sin. cos). We claim that X is a .7 -determining set for the identity operatol 
f on c --= C(Q). 
Suppose for some positive operator S in .&(C) that S ., I ,y l-or any 11 
in (-r, 7~) there exists a function g in X such that g(p) = = 0, but g(c/) 0 for 
(/ in Q. q + p. Namely, g(t) : I cos p cos t ~~ sin p sin t. Since (sg)(p) 
(f,)(p) 0 and since S*fi is a positive functional, the support of S*j i\ 
contained in the set 1~). However, (Sl)(p) (II)(p) I. Hence, P’fi fi 
for all p in ( 7~, m). Since S is in .JA(C) we have S*/; ~- ,6 for all p in [ E. 71, 
i.e., S I. The claim is true. However, since 73 ‘,Y ( n)* ., and by 
Theorem 2, X is not a .? -Korovkin set for I. By the same argument we have 
the following corollary. 
COROLLARY I. Let Q be u compact Hausdorfj space. let R be u po.sitir.cl 
operator in .8(C) ,thew C C(Q), und let X be (I subspcrce of’ C. i’ there 
esists a &II,SC set P it1 Q such thut ,for p in P NY hurt thnt X is un Yl -rierermining 
set for R*b. then X is a .?I-determining set,for. R. 
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